How to find us:
BSI Group Deutschland GmbH
Hanauer Landstraße 115
60314 Frankfurt am Main
Tel.: +49 69 2222 8 9200

>View office location in Google Maps

Arrival by public transport:
You can reach us from Frankfurt (Main) central station by S-Bahn suburban trains, U-Bahn
underground trains and the tram line 11:

S-Bahn:

From Frankfurt (Main) central station, take one of the following S-Bahn suburban
trains to the stop "Konstablerwache" (platform 101 and 102):





S1 Rödermark-Ober-Roden
Bahnhof
S2 Dietzenbach Bahnhof
S3 Darmstadt Hauptbahnhof
S4 Langen (Hessen) Bahnhof






S5
S6
S8
S9

Friedrichsdorf
Frankfurt (Main) Südbahnhof
Offenbach (Main) Ost
Hanau Hauptbahnhof

At the stop "Konstablerwache", change to the U-Bahn underground train U6 in the
direction “Ostbahnhof“. Exit the train at the last stop “Ostbahnhof”. Take the station
exit in the direction of travel. Our entrance is directly opposite the underground
station. The journey takes about 20 minutes.

U-Bahn:

Take the U5 in the direction “Preungesheim” and exit at the station
"Konstablerwache". Here you change to the U6 in the direction of Ostbahnhof and
exit the train at the last stop ("Ostbahnhof"). Take the station exit in the direction of
travel. Our entrance is directly opposite the underground station. The journey takes
about 20 minutes.
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Tram:

You can reach the tram stop by going out the main exit of Frankfurt Central Station
and crossing the station forecourt. With the tram line 11 in the direction
“Schießhüttenstraße“ and exit the tram at the station “Ostbahnhof/Honsellstraße“.
After crossing the main street, you can find the entrance on the left side of the
building. The journey takes about 20 minutes.

You can reach us from the regional train station at Frankfurt Airport by S-Bahn suburban trains:

S-Bahn:

From the regional train station at Frankfurt Airport (Terminal 1) take the S-Bahn
suburban trains S8 or S9 in the direction Hanau/Offenbach Ost/Frankfurter Hbf
(platform 1). Exit the S-Bahn suburban train at the station "Konstablerwache"
(travel time approximately 20 minutes). Here you change to the U-Bahn
underground train U6 in the direction Ostbahnhof. At the destination
“Ostbahnhof”,take the station exit in the direction of travel. Our entrance is directly
opposite the underground station.

>More information on the RMV website

Arrival by car:
Coming from A5 (North):







At the interchange 17-Bad Homburger Kreuz- keep right and follow the signs A661 in the
direction of Offenbach
Exit Ratsweg / B8 direction Frankfurt Ost/ Hanau/Maintal/B40. Continue on B8
Turn right onto Hanauer Landstraße
Follow the Hanauer Landstraße along the tram tracks
Before the railway underpass turn right at the traffic light into Ferdinand-Happ-Straße.
After about 30m on the right side turn into our car park. Please ring the bell at the
entrance.

Coming from A661 (South):








Coming from Darmstadt on the A661 in the direction of Frankfurt
Take exit 14 -Frankfurt Ost- onto B8 towards B40
Drive straight into the roundabout
At the roundabout take the 2nd exit towards Frankfurt/Zentrum/Hanauer Landstraße
Follow the Hanauer Landstraße along the tram tracks
Before the railway underpass turn right at the traffic light into Ferdinand-Happ-Straße.
After about 30m on the right side turn into our car park. Please ring the bell at the
entrance.
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